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Writing Proposals to Meet NSFWriting Proposals to Meet NSF’’s s 
ExpectationsExpectations

Russ Pimmel and Sheryl SorbyRuss Pimmel and Sheryl Sorby
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CautionCaution

Most of the information presented in this Most of the information presented in this 
workshop represents the opinions of the workshop represents the opinions of the 
individual program officers and not an individual program officers and not an 
official NSF position.official NSF position.

Framework for the Framework for the 
WorkshopWorkshop

Workshop Goals & Workshop Goals & 
OutcomesOutcomes

Goal:Goal:
Prepare you to write more competitive NSF Prepare you to write more competitive NSF 
education proposalseducation proposals

Outcomes: Outcomes: 
After the workshop, you should be able to:After the workshop, you should be able to:

Identify Identify areasareas where proposals can be where proposals can be 
enhancedenhanced
Generate a list of Generate a list of suggestionssuggestions for each areafor each area

ScheduleSchedule
Workshop overview and frameworkWorkshop overview and framework
Common strengths and weaknessesCommon strengths and weaknesses
General StrategiesGeneral Strategies
Goals, objectives, expected outcomeGoals, objectives, expected outcome
RationaleRationale
DisseminationDissemination
Practical aspects in review processPractical aspects in review process
Project evaluationProject evaluation
Broader impactsBroader impacts

Framework for the WorkshopFramework for the Workshop

Learning situations involve Learning situations involve 
Prior knowledge Prior knowledge 

Some correct & some incorrect (i. e., misconceptions)Some correct & some incorrect (i. e., misconceptions)
New KnowledgeNew Knowledge

Learning is Learning is 
Connecting new knowledge to prior knowledgeConnecting new knowledge to prior knowledge
Correcting misconceptions Correcting misconceptions 
Updating longUpdating long--term memoryterm memory
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Active & Collaborative LearningActive & Collaborative Learning
Effective learning activities Effective learning activities 

Recall prior knowledge  Recall prior knowledge  ---- actively, explicitlyactively, explicitly
Connect new concepts to existing onesConnect new concepts to existing ones
Challenge and alter misconceptions Challenge and alter misconceptions 
Involve reflectionInvolve reflection

Active & collaborative processes effectiveActive & collaborative processes effective
TSRL ProcessTSRL Process

ThinkThink individuallyindividually
ShareShare in small groupsin small groups
ReportReport to large groupto large group
LearnLearn from PDfrom PD’’s viewss views

Workshop FormatWorkshop Format
““WorkingWorking”” WorkshopWorkshop

Short presentations (miniShort presentations (mini--lectures)lectures)
Group exercisesGroup exercises

Exercise FormatExercise Format
Think Think Share Share Report Report Learn Learn 

(TSRL)(TSRL)

Limited Time Limited Time –– May feel rushedMay feel rushed
Intend to identify issues & suggest ideasIntend to identify issues & suggest ideas

Get you startedGet you started
No closure No closure ---- No No ““answersanswers”” –– No No ““formulasformulas””

Participation Participation ““RulesRules””

In small group discussionsIn small group discussions
Be brief and concise in discussionsBe brief and concise in discussions

Avoid lengthy comments, stories or argumentsAvoid lengthy comments, stories or arguments
Stay focusedStay focused
Get everyone involvedGet everyone involved

Be positive, supportive, and cooperativeBe positive, supportive, and cooperative
Limit critical or negative commentsLimit critical or negative comments

In reporting to large groupIn reporting to large group
Rotate reportersRotate reporters
Report groupReport group’’s views not your owns views not your own
Be brief and conciseBe brief and concise

CCLI Review CriteriaCCLI Review Criteria
andand

Common Proposal Common Proposal 
Strengths & WeaknessesStrengths & Weaknesses

CCLI ProgramCCLI Program

VisionVision::
Excellent STEM education for all Excellent STEM education for all 
undergraduate students.  undergraduate students.  

GoalGoal::
Stimulate, disseminate, and institutionalize Stimulate, disseminate, and institutionalize 
innovative developmentsinnovative developments in STEM education in STEM education 
through the through the production of knowledgeproduction of knowledge and the and the 
improvement of practiceimprovement of practice. . 

NSF Review CriteriaNSF Review Criteria
All proposals are evaluated using the All proposals are evaluated using the 
NSBNSB--approved review criteria approved review criteria 

Intellectual meritIntellectual merit
Broader impactBroader impact

Two sets of questions to help define Two sets of questions to help define 
these criteriathese criteria

Standard NSF set Standard NSF set 
CCLICCLI--specific setspecific set
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Caution About Using Caution About Using 
Suggested QuestionsSuggested Questions

Suggested questions are a Suggested questions are a guideguide

Suggested questions areSuggested questions are NOTNOT
A complete list of A complete list of ““requirementsrequirements””
Applicable to every proposalApplicable to every proposal
An official checklistAn official checklist

NSF Suggested NSF Suggested Questions for Questions for 
Intellectual MeritIntellectual Merit

Will the projectWill the project
Include activities important in advancing Include activities important in advancing 
knowledge? knowledge? 
Involve qualified proposer(s)?Involve qualified proposer(s)?
Contain creative, original, and Contain creative, original, and 
transformative concepts?transformative concepts?
Have a well conceived and organized Have a well conceived and organized 
plan?plan?
Include sufficient access to resources? Include sufficient access to resources? 

NSF Suggested Questions for NSF Suggested Questions for 
Broader ImpactsBroader Impacts

Will the projectWill the project
Advance discovery Advance discovery ---- promote teaching & promote teaching & 
learning?learning?
Broaden participation of Broaden participation of 
underrepresented groups?underrepresented groups?
Enhance the infrastructure?Enhance the infrastructure?
Include broad dissemination?Include broad dissemination?
Benefit society?Benefit society?

CCLI Suggested CCLI Suggested Questions for Questions for 
Intellectual MeritIntellectual Merit

Will the projectWill the project
Produce Produce 

Exemplary material, processes, or Exemplary material, processes, or 
models?models?
Important assessment or research Important assessment or research 
findings? findings? 

Build on STEM education knowledge Build on STEM education knowledge 
base?base?
Have expected measurable outcomes Have expected measurable outcomes 
integrated into the evaluation? integrated into the evaluation? 
Generate useful evaluation information?Generate useful evaluation information?

CCLI Suggested CCLI Suggested Questions for Questions for 
Broader ImpactsBroader Impacts

Will the projectWill the project
Contribute to the STEM education Contribute to the STEM education 
knowledge base?knowledge base?
Lead to a broad impact on STEM Lead to a broad impact on STEM 
education?education?
Help build the STEM education Help build the STEM education 
community?community?

CCLI Review ProcessesCCLI Review Processes
Program directors Program directors 

Sort by disciplinesSort by disciplines
Send to group of reviewers Send to group of reviewers 

Reviewers Reviewers 
Rate each proposal (E, V, G, F, and P)Rate each proposal (E, V, G, F, and P)
Submit written reviews Submit written reviews 

Describe the strengths and weaknesses Describe the strengths and weaknesses 
in terms of the intellectual merit and in terms of the intellectual merit and 
broader impacts criteriabroader impacts criteria
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CCLI Review Processes CCLI Review Processes 
(Cont)(Cont)

Review panel Review panel 
Meets and discusses proposal Meets and discusses proposal 
Writes a summary of the discussionWrites a summary of the discussion

Highlight strengths and weaknesses Highlight strengths and weaknesses 
Referred to as the Panel SummaryReferred to as the Panel Summary

Data CollectionData Collection
Analyzed the strengths and weaknesses Analyzed the strengths and weaknesses 
identified in Panel Summaries identified in Panel Summaries 

CCLI Phase 1 engineering proposals from 2005 CCLI Phase 1 engineering proposals from 2005 
and 2006and 2006

Developed codebook of statements Developed codebook of statements 
describing  strengths and weaknesses describing  strengths and weaknesses 

Included complementary strength and Included complementary strength and 
weakness statements weakness statements 

e. g., Proposal was innovative and e. g., Proposal was innovative and 
Proposal was not innovativeProposal was not innovative

Identified 30 complementary statement Identified 30 complementary statement 
pairspairs

Data Collection (cont)Data Collection (cont)
Coded the Panel Summaries for 471 Coded the Panel Summaries for 471 
proposalsproposals
Identified the most common strengths and Identified the most common strengths and 
weaknesses cited in these panel summariesweaknesses cited in these panel summaries

ExerciseExercise
Strengths & Weaknesses Strengths & Weaknesses 
Identified by ReviewersIdentified by Reviewers

Pretend you analyzed a stack of panel Pretend you analyzed a stack of panel 
summaries to identify the most commonly summaries to identify the most commonly 
cited strengths and weaknessescited strengths and weaknesses
List what you think will be List what you think will be 

The four most frequently cited strengthsThe four most frequently cited strengths
The four most frequently cited weaknessesThe four most frequently cited weaknesses

Predict the results of our analysisPredict the results of our analysis

Most Common Strengths Most Common Strengths 
Strengths Cited in More Than 20 % of the Panel Summaries

Important, timely, or 
responsive 

PI's strong

Collaboration details 

Potential for 
involving W&M

Dissemination, 
contribution to KB

Large impact

Build on prior work 
or products

Evaluation plan

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Percent

Most Common WeaknessesMost Common Weaknesses
Weaknesses Cited in More Than 20 % of the Panel Summaries

Collaboration details 

Large impact

Innovative or novel

Build on prior work or 
products

Potential for involving 
W&M

Dissemination & 
contribution to KB 

Activities doable & 
related to outcomes

Evaluation plan

Sufficient detail and 
clear plans

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Percent
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QuestionsQuestions

REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE 
EXERCISEEXERCISE

What are the two most surprising ideas What are the two most surprising ideas 
you have heard so far?you have heard so far?

Turning a Good Idea Turning a Good Idea 
into a Competitive into a Competitive 

ProposalProposal

Scenario: Origin of a CCLI ProposalScenario: Origin of a CCLI Proposal

Prof ___ has taught Prof ___ has taught Signal ProcessingSignal Processing at at 
U of ____ for several semesters.U of ____ for several semesters.
She has an idea for She has an idea for greatly improvinggreatly improving the the 
course by adding course by adding ““new stuffnew stuff””

““New stuffNew stuff””
MaterialMaterial (e. g., modules, web(e. g., modules, web--based instruction)based instruction)
ActivitiesActivities (e. g., laboratories, projects)(e. g., laboratories, projects)
PedagogyPedagogy (e. g., problem based learning)(e. g., problem based learning)

She has done some preliminary She has done some preliminary 
evaluationevaluation
She decides to prepare a CCLI proposalShe decides to prepare a CCLI proposal

Scenario: Professor XScenario: Professor X’’s s 
Initial Proposal OutlineInitial Proposal Outline

Goals:Goals: Develop Develop ““new stuffnew stuff”” to enhance student to enhance student 
learning at U of Ylearning at U of Y
Rationale:Rationale: Observed shortcomings in Observed shortcomings in 
educational experience of the students at  U of Y educational experience of the students at  U of Y 
and felt that and felt that new stuff new stuff would improve the would improve the 
situationsituation
Project Description:Project Description: Details of Details of ““new stuffnew stuff““
Evaluation:Evaluation: Use U of YUse U of Y’’s course evaluation forms  s course evaluation forms  
to show differenceto show difference
Dissemination:Dissemination: Describe Describe ““new stuffnew stuff““ using using 
conference papers, journal articles, and web site conference papers, journal articles, and web site 

Exercise Exercise 
Proposal StrategyProposal Strategy

As a colleague, provide a few suggestions to 
guide Prof ____ as she develops her 
proposal for the CCLI program
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PDPD’’s Response to s Response to 
Proposal StrategiesProposal Strategies

Read the Read the program solicitationprogram solicitation
Determine how your Determine how your ideasideas matchmatch the solicitation and the solicitation and 
how you can improve the matchhow you can improve the match

Articulate Articulate goals, objectives, & outcomesgoals, objectives, & outcomes
Outcomes should include improvedOutcomes should include improved student learningstudent learning

Build on existing Build on existing knowledge baseknowledge base
Review the literatureReview the literature
Present evidence that the Present evidence that the ““new stuffnew stuff””

is doable; will enhance learning; is the best approachis doable; will enhance learning; is the best approach

Explore potential, meaningful Explore potential, meaningful collaborationscollaborations

PDPD’’s Response to s Response to 
Proposal StrategiesProposal Strategies

Use Use datadata to document existing to document existing 
shortcomings in student learningshortcomings in student learning
Describe Describe management planmanagement plan

Provide tasks,Provide tasks, team responsibilities, timelineteam responsibilities, timeline
Provide clear examples of the Provide clear examples of the approachapproach
Integrate the Integrate the evaluationevaluation effort earlyeffort early

Build assessment tools around defined objectives Build assessment tools around defined objectives 
and expected outcomes and expected outcomes 
Connect with independent evaluation experts Connect with independent evaluation experts 

PDPD’’s response to s response to 
Proposal StrategiesProposal Strategies

Identify strategies for Identify strategies for disseminationdissemination
Define a plan to contribute to knowledge baseDefine a plan to contribute to knowledge base
Address broader impactsAddress broader impacts
Collaborate, form partnerships (build community)Collaborate, form partnerships (build community)

Write Proposal to Answer Write Proposal to Answer 
ReviewersReviewers’’ QuestionsQuestions

What are you trying to accomplish? What are you trying to accomplish? 
What will be the outcomes?What will be the outcomes?

Why do you believe that you have a good idea?  Why do you believe that you have a good idea?  
Why is the problem important?  Why is the problem important?  
Why is your approach promising?Why is your approach promising?

How will you manage the project to ensure How will you manage the project to ensure 
success?  success?  

How will you know if you succeed?How will you know if you succeed?

How will others find out about your work? How will others find out about your work? 
How will you interest them? How will you interest them? 
How will you excite them?How will you excite them?

}} Goals etc.Goals etc.

}}RationaleRationale

}}EvaluationEvaluation

}}DisseminationDissemination

Goals, Objectives, and Goals, Objectives, and 
Expected OutcomesExpected Outcomes

Project Goals & OutcomesProject Goals & Outcomes
Goals & outcomes related to:Goals & outcomes related to:

Project managementProject management
Initiating or completing an activityInitiating or completing an activity
Finishing a Finishing a ““productproduct””

SStudent behaviortudent behavior
Modifying a learning outcomeModifying a learning outcome
Modifying an attitude or a perceptionModifying an attitude or a perception

Workshop focuses on student behaviorWorkshop focuses on student behavior
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Developing Student Developing Student 
Behavior Goals & OutcomesBehavior Goals & Outcomes

Start with one or more overarching Start with one or more overarching 
statements of project intentionstatements of project intention

Each statement is a Each statement is a GOALGOAL

What is your overall ambition? What do you hope to What is your overall ambition? What do you hope to 
achieve?achieve?

Convert each goal into one or more specific Convert each goal into one or more specific 
expected measurable results expected measurable results 

Each result is an Each result is an EXPECTED OUTCOMEEXPECTED OUTCOME
How will achieving your How will achieving your ““intentionintention”” reflect changes in reflect changes in 
student behavior or learning?student behavior or learning?

Goals Goals –– Objectives Objectives ––
Outcomes Outcomes ---- QuestionsQuestions

Converting goals to outcomes may involve Converting goals to outcomes may involve 
intermediate stepsintermediate steps

Intermediate steps may be called Intermediate steps may be called objectivesobjectives
More specific, more measurable than goalsMore specific, more measurable than goals
Less specific, less measurable than Less specific, less measurable than 
outcomesoutcomes

Outcomes lead to Outcomes lead to questionsquestions
These form the basis of the evaluationThese form the basis of the evaluation
Evaluation process Evaluation process collects and interpretscollects and interprets data data 
to answer evaluation questionsto answer evaluation questions

Definition of Goals, Definition of Goals, 
Objectives, and OutcomesObjectives, and Outcomes

GoalGoal –– Broad, overarching statement of Broad, overarching statement of 
intention or ambitionintention or ambition

A goal typically leads to several objectivesA goal typically leads to several objectives

ObjectiveObjective –– Specific statement of intentionSpecific statement of intention
More focused and specific than goalMore focused and specific than goal
A objective may lead to one or more outcomesA objective may lead to one or more outcomes

OutcomeOutcome –– Statement of expected resultStatement of expected result
Measurable with criteria for successMeasurable with criteria for success

NOTE: No consistent definition of these termsNOTE: No consistent definition of these terms

ExerciseExercise

Identification of Goals/OutcomesIdentification of Goals/Outcomes

Read the abstract Read the abstract 
Note Note -- Goal statements removed Goal statements removed 

Suggest two plausible goalsSuggest two plausible goals
One focused on a change in student One focused on a change in student 
learning learning 
One focused on a change in some other One focused on a change in some other 
aspect of student behavioraspect of student behavior

AbstractAbstract
The goal of the project is The goal of the project is ………… The project is developing The project is developing 

computercomputer--based instructional modules for statics and based instructional modules for statics and 
mechanics of materials.  The project uses 3D rendering mechanics of materials.  The project uses 3D rendering 
and animation software, in which the user manipulates and animation software, in which the user manipulates 
virtual 3D objects in much the same manner as they would virtual 3D objects in much the same manner as they would 
physical objects. Tools being developed enable instructors physical objects. Tools being developed enable instructors 
to realistically include external forces and internal to realistically include external forces and internal 
reactions on 3D objects as topics are being explained reactions on 3D objects as topics are being explained 
during lectures. Exercises are being developed for during lectures. Exercises are being developed for 
students to be able to communicate with peers and students to be able to communicate with peers and 
instructors through realinstructors through real--time voice and text interactions. time voice and text interactions. 
The project is being evaluated by The project is being evaluated by …… The project is being The project is being 
disseminated through disseminated through …… The broader impacts of the The broader impacts of the 
project are project are ……

PDPD’’s Response s Response ---- GoalsGoals

Goals may focus onGoals may focus on
Cognitive behavior Cognitive behavior 

Conceptual understandingConceptual understanding
Processing skillsProcessing skills

Affective behaviorAffective behavior
Success ratesSuccess rates
DiversityDiversity

Cognitive,  affective, or success in targeted Cognitive,  affective, or success in targeted 
subgroupssubgroups
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PDPD’’s Response s Response –– Goals Goals 
on Cognitive Behavioron Cognitive Behavior

GOALGOAL: Improve ability: Improve ability

Application Application in coursein course
Solve textbook problems Solve textbook problems 
Describe verbally the effect of external forces Describe verbally the effect of external forces 
on a solid objecton a solid object

Application Application beyond coursebeyond course
Solve outSolve out--ofof--context problems context problems 
Visualize 3Visualize 3--D problemsD problems
Communicate technical problems orallyCommunicate technical problems orally

PDPD’’s Response s Response –– Goals Goals 
on Affective Behavioron Affective Behavior

GOALGOAL: Improve: Improve
Interest in the courseInterest in the course
Attitude about Attitude about 

ProfessionProfession
CurriculumCurriculum
Department Department 

SelfSelf-- confidenceconfidence
Intellectual developmentIntellectual development

PDPD’’s Response s Response –– Goals on Goals on 
Success RatesSuccess Rates

Goals: Improve Goals: Improve 
Recruitment ratesRecruitment rates
Retention or persistence ratesRetention or persistence rates
Graduation ratesGraduation rates

PDPD’’s Response s Response –– Goals on Goals on 
DiversityDiversity

GOAL:GOAL: To increase a target groupTo increase a target group’’ss
Understanding of conceptsUnderstanding of concepts
Achievement rateAchievement rate
Attitude about profession Attitude about profession 
SelfSelf--confidenceconfidence

““Broaden the participation of Broaden the participation of 
underrepresented groupsunderrepresented groups””

Exercise Exercise 
Transforming Goals into OutcomesTransforming Goals into Outcomes

Write one expected measurable outcome for Write one expected measurable outcome for 
each of the following goals:each of the following goals:

1.1. Increase the studentsIncrease the students’’ understanding of understanding of 
the concepts in staticsthe concepts in statics

2.2. Improve the studentsImprove the students’’ attitude about attitude about 
engineering as a careerengineering as a career

PDPD’’s Response s Response ----
OutcomesOutcomes

Conceptual understandingConceptual understanding
Students will be better able to solve simple conceptual Students will be better able to solve simple conceptual 
problems that do not require the use of formulas or problems that do not require the use of formulas or 
calculationscalculations
Students will be better able to solve outStudents will be better able to solve out--ofof--context context 
problems.problems.

AttitudeAttitude
Students will be more likely to describe engineering as Students will be more likely to describe engineering as 
an exciting careeran exciting career

The percentage of students who transfer out of The percentage of students who transfer out of 
engineering after the statics course will decrease. engineering after the statics course will decrease. 
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Questions?Questions?

REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE 
EXERCISEEXERCISE

What are the two most surprising ideas What are the two most surprising ideas 
you have heard so faryou have heard so far

Project RationaleProject Rationale

Project RationaleProject Rationale

Rationale is the narrative that provides Rationale is the narrative that provides 
the context for the projectthe context for the project

ItIt’’s the section that connects the s the section that connects the ““Statement of Statement of 
Goals and OutcomesGoals and Outcomes”” to the to the ““Project PlanProject Plan””

WhatWhat’’s the purpose of the rationale?s the purpose of the rationale?
What should it What should it containcontain??
What should it What should it accomplishaccomplish??

What should an applicant includeWhat should an applicant include in the in the 
rationale?rationale?

What topics should a PIWhat topics should a PI addressaddress??

Exercise Exercise 
An Effective RationaleAn Effective Rationale

Write a list of questions that the Write a list of questions that the RationaleRationale
for a CCLI proposal should answer for a CCLI proposal should answer 

(Pay particular attention to questions the (Pay particular attention to questions the 
reviewer will expect answered)reviewer will expect answered)

PDPD’’s Responses Response
An Effective RationaleAn Effective Rationale

What does the What does the knowledge baseknowledge base say about the say about the 
approach?approach?

What have What have othersothers done that is related?done that is related?
What has What has worked previouslyworked previously??
What have been the What have been the problems/challengesproblems/challenges??

Why is this problem Why is this problem importantimportant??
Is it a Is it a globalglobal or local problem?or local problem?
What are the potential What are the potential broader impactsbroader impacts??
How will it improve How will it improve qualityquality of learning?of learning?
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What is the What is the evidenceevidence that the approach will that the approach will 
solve the problem?solve the problem?

Address the defined Address the defined outcomesoutcomes??
Achieve the defined Achieve the defined outcomesoutcomes??
Improve Improve student learningstudent learning??

What are What are alternatealternate approaches?  approaches?  

PD’s Response
An Effective Rationale

What are the potential What are the potential problems & problems & 
limitationslimitations??

What can be done about them?What can be done about them?
Has the applicant done Has the applicant done prior workprior work??

Has funded work lead to interesting Has funded work lead to interesting 
resultsresults??
Are there any Are there any preliminary datapreliminary data and what do and what do 
they show?they show?

PD’s Response
An Effective Rationale

DisseminationDissemination

(Contributing to Knowledge Base & (Contributing to Knowledge Base & 
Building Community)Building Community)

ReflectionReflection

What are your thoughts about what What are your thoughts about what 
constitutes effective dissemination constitutes effective dissemination 
of an NSF Project? of an NSF Project? 

5 minutes5 minutes

Russ, if you think this should be left Russ, if you think this should be left 
out, thatout, that’’s ok by me.s ok by me.

Effective Dissemination Effective Dissemination 
PlansPlans

All CCLI projects need to contribute to: All CCLI projects need to contribute to: 
The STEM educationThe STEM education knowledge baseknowledge base
Building the STEM education Building the STEM education communitycommunity

All CCLI proposals need a All CCLI proposals need a dissemination plandissemination plan

How can Prof XHow can Prof X’’s project s project ““contribute to the contribute to the 
STEM education knowledge baseSTEM education knowledge base””??

How does she indicate this in the proposal?How does she indicate this in the proposal?
How can Prof XHow can Prof X’’s project s project ““help build the STEM help build the STEM 
education communityeducation community””??

How does she indicate this in the proposal?How does she indicate this in the proposal?

ExerciseExercise

What is inWhat is in an Effective an Effective 
Dissemination Plan?Dissemination Plan?

Read the sample Read the sample Dissemination Dissemination 
Plan Plan and list suggestions for and list suggestions for 
improving itimproving it
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Sample Dissemination PlanSample Dissemination Plan

This project will serve as a pilot for other courses at This project will serve as a pilot for other courses at 
the University of ____ and at other colleges and the University of ____ and at other colleges and 
universities throughout the country.  The results universities throughout the country.  The results 
of our evaluation will be disseminated on the of our evaluation will be disseminated on the 
University's web site, which will contain a special University's web site, which will contain a special 
page devoted to this NSFpage devoted to this NSF--sponsored project.  sponsored project.  
Additional dissemination will occur through Additional dissemination will occur through 
presentations at conferences, such as teacher presentations at conferences, such as teacher 
education and science education conferences, education and science education conferences, 
regionally and nationally, and through articles regionally and nationally, and through articles 
published in peerpublished in peer--reviewed journals.reviewed journals.

PDPD’’s Responses Response
Dissemination Plan (1)Dissemination Plan (1)

Be more Be more proactive proactive in promoting website & in promoting website & 
materialsmaterials
Integrate community building, Integrate community building, 
dissemination, and evaluationdissemination, and evaluation

PDPD’’s Responses Response
Dissemination Plan (2)Dissemination Plan (2)

Target and involve a Target and involve a specific subspecific sub--populationpopulation
Those who teach similar course at other locationsThose who teach similar course at other locations

Ask them to Ask them to review review various products, data, and various products, data, and 
approaches approaches 
Work with them to Work with them to organizeorganize

Email exchanges and  listservesEmail exchanges and  listserves
Informal meeting at a conference or onInformal meeting at a conference or on--campus campus 
Faculty development workshops (onFaculty development workshops (on--campus and at campus and at 
conferences)conferences)

Explore beta test sitesExplore beta test sites

PDPD’’s Responses Response
Dissemination Plan (3)Dissemination Plan (3)

Be specific about how the project will serve as a Be specific about how the project will serve as a 
““pilotpilot””

Strategy for evaluating and disseminatingStrategy for evaluating and disseminating
Strategy for getting Strategy for getting ““buybuy--inin”” by others by others 

PDPD’’s Responses Response
Dissemination Plan (4)Dissemination Plan (4)

Be more specific in publication effortsBe more specific in publication efforts
Indicate the Indicate the specific conferences and journalsspecific conferences and journals

Include conference travel and journal page charges Include conference travel and journal page charges 
in budget in budget 
Include a Include a tentative title & descriptiontentative title & description of paperof paper

Explore Explore other venuesother venues
CUR (http://www.cur.org/), PKAL CUR (http://www.cur.org/), PKAL 
(http://www.pkal.org), State Academy of Science (http://www.pkal.org), State Academy of Science 
meetingsmeetings
Professional society and specialty listservesProfessional society and specialty listserves

PDPD’’s Responses Response
Dissemination Plan (5)Dissemination Plan (5)

Explore Explore commercializationcommercialization
Discuss contacts with software and Discuss contacts with software and 
textbook publishers textbook publishers 

Put material in a form suitable for the Put material in a form suitable for the 
National Science Digital Library National Science Digital Library 
((NSDLNSDL))
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Overview: Dissemination PlanOverview: Dissemination Plan

Dissemination should be planned upDissemination should be planned up--
front and integrated throughout your front and integrated throughout your 
projectproject

Should not be viewed as an addShould not be viewed as an add--onon
Need to identify your audience(s)Need to identify your audience(s)
Personal interactions are importantPersonal interactions are important

Workshops, conferences, etc.Workshops, conferences, etc.
Modular curricular design may aid Modular curricular design may aid 
disseminationdissemination

Users can choose all or part of your Users can choose all or part of your 
curricular productscurricular products

Dissemination PlanDissemination Plan
Expand upon the passive Expand upon the passive ““routineroutine”” plan:plan:

Presenting at national conferencesPresenting at national conferences
Publishing in a national journalPublishing in a national journal
Creating a websiteCreating a website

Expand upon the Expand upon the ““routineroutine”” plan: Target specific plan: Target specific 
audiencesaudiences
Explore multiple modes of communicationExplore multiple modes of communication
May want to use May want to use ““activeactive””, , ““proactiveproactive””, , 
““aggressiveaggressive”” strategiesstrategies

““If you build it they will NOT come.If you build it they will NOT come.””
Consider strategies that target Consider strategies that target ““nonnon--technicaltechnical””
audiencesaudiences

Magazines, museums, radio shows, podcasts, youtube, Magazines, museums, radio shows, podcasts, youtube, 
etc.etc.

Dissemination PlanDissemination Plan

Be comprehensiveBe comprehensive
Provide detailsProvide details
Be creativeBe creative
Consider multiple audiencesConsider multiple audiences
Look at the NSDLsLook at the NSDLs
Funds in budget sufficient to achieve Funds in budget sufficient to achieve 
broad dissemination!broad dissemination!

Questions?Questions?

REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE 
EXERCISEEXERCISE

What are the two most surprising ideas What are the two most surprising ideas 
you have heard so faryou have heard so far

Review Process Review Process ---- Practical Practical 
AspectsAspects
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Practical Aspects of Practical Aspects of 
Review ProcessReview Process

Reviewers have:Reviewers have:
Many proposalsMany proposals

Ten or more from several areasTen or more from several areas
Limited timeLimited time for your proposalfor your proposal

~20 minutes for first read~20 minutes for first read
Different Different experiencesexperiences in review processin review process

Veterans to novicesVeterans to novices
Different Different levels of knowledgelevels of knowledge in proposal area in proposal area 

Experts  to outsiders Experts  to outsiders 
DiscussionsDiscussions of proposalsof proposals’’ merits at panel meetingmerits at panel meeting

Share expertise and experienceShare expertise and experience

Exercise Exercise 
Practical Aspects of Review ProcessPractical Aspects of Review Process

Write a list of suggestions (guidelines) Write a list of suggestions (guidelines) 
that a colleague should follow to deal that a colleague should follow to deal 
with these practical aspectswith these practical aspects

PDPD’’s Response s Response 
Review ProcessReview Process

Use good Use good stylestyle (clarity, organization, etc.)(clarity, organization, etc.)
Be Be conciseconcise, but complete, but complete
Write Write simplysimply but professionallybut professionally
Avoid Avoid jargon jargon andand acronymsacronyms
Check Check grammar and spellinggrammar and spelling
Use sections, heading, short paragraphs, & Use sections, heading, short paragraphs, & bullets bullets 
(Avoid dense, compact text)(Avoid dense, compact text)

ReinforceReinforce your ideasyour ideas
SummarizeSummarize them; them; HighlightHighlight them (bolding, italics)them (bolding, italics)
Do NOT overuse highlighting Do NOT overuse highlighting 

Give Give examplesexamples

PDPD’’s Response s Response 
Review ProcessReview Process

Provide appropriate level of Provide appropriate level of detaildetail
Pay special attention to Project SummaryPay special attention to Project Summary

Summarize goals, rationale, methods, and Summarize goals, rationale, methods, and 
evaluation and dissemination plans evaluation and dissemination plans 
Address Address intellectual meritintellectual merit and and broader broader 
impacts impacts 

Explicitly Explicitly andand independentlyindependently
Three paragraphs Three paragraphs with headings:with headings:

““SummarySummary””
““Intellectual MeritIntellectual Merit””
““Broader ImpactsBroader Impacts””

PDPD’’s Response s Response 
Review ProcessReview Process

Follow the solicitation and Follow the solicitation and GPGGPG
Adhere to page, font size, and margin Adhere to page, font size, and margin 
limitationslimitations

Use Use allotted spaceallotted space but donbut don’’t pad the t pad the 
proposalproposal

Follow suggested (or implied) Follow suggested (or implied) organizationorganization
Use Use appendicesappendices sparingly (check solicitation sparingly (check solicitation 
to see if allowed)to see if allowed)
Include Include letters letters showing commitments from showing commitments from 
othersothers

Avoid form lettersAvoid form letters

PDPD’’s Response s Response 
Review ProcessReview Process

Prepare Prepare credible budgetcredible budget
Consistent with the scope of project Consistent with the scope of project 
Clearly explain and justify each item Clearly explain and justify each item 

Address Address prior fundingprior funding when  appropriatewhen  appropriate
Emphasize resultsEmphasize results

SellSell your ideas but donyour ideas but don’’t over promotet over promote
ProofreadProofread the proposalthe proposal
““Tell a storyTell a story”” and turn a good idea into a and turn a good idea into a 
competitive proposalcompetitive proposal
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ConclusionConclusion

Read the solicitation!Read the solicitation!
Read the Read the GPG!GPG!

Read the solicitation!Read the solicitation!
Read the Read the GPG!GPG!

Questions?Questions?

REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE 
EXERCISEEXERCISE

What are the two most surprising ideas What are the two most surprising ideas 
you have heard so faryou have heard so far Evaluation of Evaluation of 

Education Education 
Development Development 

ProjectsProjects

CautionCaution

The information in these slides The information in these slides 
represents the opinions of the represents the opinions of the 
individual program offices and not an individual program offices and not an 
official NSF position.official NSF position.

Workshop GoalsWorkshop Goals

The session will enable you to The session will enable you to collaborate collaborate 
with evaluation with evaluation expertsexperts in preparing in preparing 
effectiveeffective project evaluation plansproject evaluation plans

It will It will not not make you an evaluation expertmake you an evaluation expert
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Workshop OutcomesWorkshop Outcomes

After the session, participants should be able to: After the session, participants should be able to: 
Discuss the importance of Discuss the importance of goals, outcomes, goals, outcomes, and and 
questionsquestions in the evaluation processin the evaluation process

Cognitive, affective, and achievement outcomes Cognitive, affective, and achievement outcomes 
Describe several types of Describe several types of evaluation toolsevaluation tools

Advantages, limitations, and appropriatenessAdvantages, limitations, and appropriateness
Discuss Discuss datadata interpretationinterpretation issuesissues

Variability, alternate explanationsVariability, alternate explanations
Develop an Develop an evaluation planevaluation plan with an evaluatorwith an evaluator

Outline a first draft of an evaluation plan Outline a first draft of an evaluation plan 

Evaluation and Project Evaluation and Project 
Goals/Outcomes/QuestionsGoals/Outcomes/Questions

Evaluation and AssessmentEvaluation and Assessment

Evaluation  & assessment have many meaningsEvaluation  & assessment have many meanings
IndividualIndividual’’s performances performance (grading)(grading)
ProgramProgram’’s effectivenesss effectiveness (ABET accreditation)(ABET accreditation)
ProjectProject’’s progress or success s progress or success (monitoring and (monitoring and 
validating)validating)

Session addresses Session addresses project evaluationproject evaluation
May involve evaluating individual and group May involve evaluating individual and group 
performance performance –– but in the context of the projectbut in the context of the project

Project evaluation Project evaluation 
Formative Formative –– monitoring progressmonitoring progress
Summative Summative –– characterizing final accomplishmentscharacterizing final accomplishments

Evaluation and Project Evaluation and Project 
Goals/OutcomesGoals/Outcomes

Evaluation starts with carefully defined Evaluation starts with carefully defined 
project goals/outcomesproject goals/outcomes
Goals/outcomes related to:Goals/outcomes related to:

Project managementProject management
Initiating or completing an activityInitiating or completing an activity
Finishing a Finishing a ““productproduct””

SStudent behaviortudent behavior
Modifying a learning outcomeModifying a learning outcome
Modifying an attitude or a perceptionModifying an attitude or a perception

Goals Goals –– Objectives Objectives ––
Outcomes Outcomes ---- ReviewReview

Converting goals to outcomes may involve Converting goals to outcomes may involve 
intermediate stepsintermediate steps

Intermediate steps frequently called Intermediate steps frequently called objectivesobjectives
More specific, more measurable than goalsMore specific, more measurable than goals
Less specific, less measurable than Less specific, less measurable than 
outcomesoutcomes

Outcomes (goals)  lead to Outcomes (goals)  lead to questionsquestions
These form the basis of the evaluationThese form the basis of the evaluation
Evaluation process Evaluation process collects and interpretscollects and interprets data data 
to answer evaluation questionsto answer evaluation questions

Definition of Goals, Definition of Goals, 
Objectives, and OutcomesObjectives, and Outcomes

GoalGoal –– Broad, overarching statement of Broad, overarching statement of 
intention or ambitionintention or ambition

A goal typically leads to several objectivesA goal typically leads to several objectives

ObjectiveObjective –– Specific statement of intentionSpecific statement of intention
More focused and specific than goalMore focused and specific than goal
An objective may lead to one or more outcomesAn objective may lead to one or more outcomes

OutcomeOutcome –– Statement of expected resultStatement of expected result
Measurable with criteria for successMeasurable with criteria for success

NOTE: No consistent definition of these termsNOTE: No consistent definition of these terms
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AbstractAbstract
The goal of the project is The goal of the project is ………… The project is developing The project is developing 

computercomputer--based instructional modules for statics and based instructional modules for statics and 
mechanics of materials.  The project uses 3D rendering mechanics of materials.  The project uses 3D rendering 
and animation software, in which the user manipulates and animation software, in which the user manipulates 
virtual 3D objects in much the same manner as they would virtual 3D objects in much the same manner as they would 
physical objects. Tools being developed enable instructors physical objects. Tools being developed enable instructors 
to realistically include external forces and internal to realistically include external forces and internal 
reactions on 3D objects as topics are being explained reactions on 3D objects as topics are being explained 
during lectures. Exercises are being developed for during lectures. Exercises are being developed for 
students to be able to communicate with peers and students to be able to communicate with peers and 
instructors through realinstructors through real--time voice and text interactions. time voice and text interactions. 
The project is being evaluated by The project is being evaluated by …… The project is being The project is being 
disseminated through disseminated through …… The broader impacts of the The broader impacts of the 
project are project are ……

Sample OutcomesSample Outcomes
Conceptual understandingConceptual understanding

Students will be better able to solve simple conceptual Students will be better able to solve simple conceptual 
problems that do not require the use of formulas or problems that do not require the use of formulas or 
calculationscalculations
Students will be better able to solve outStudents will be better able to solve out--ofof--context context 
problems.problems.

AttitudeAttitude
Students will be more likely to describe engineering as Students will be more likely to describe engineering as 
an exciting careeran exciting career

The percentage of students who transfer out of The percentage of students who transfer out of 
engineering after the statics course will decrease. engineering after the statics course will decrease. 

Exercise Exercise 
Transforming Outcomes into Transforming Outcomes into 

QuestionsQuestions
Write a question for these expected Write a question for these expected 

measurable outcomes:measurable outcomes:

1.1. Students will be better able to solve simple Students will be better able to solve simple 
conceptual problems that do not require conceptual problems that do not require 
the use of formulas or calculationsthe use of formulas or calculations

2.2. In informal discussions, students will be In informal discussions, students will be 
more likely to describe engineering as an more likely to describe engineering as an 
exciting careerexciting career

PDPD’’s Response s Response ----
QuestionsQuestions

Conceptual understandingConceptual understanding

Did the studentsDid the students’’ ability to solve simple ability to solve simple 
conceptual problems increase ?conceptual problems increase ?

Did the studentsDid the students’’ ability to solve simple ability to solve simple 
conceptual problems increase conceptual problems increase because of because of 
the use of the 3D rendering and animation the use of the 3D rendering and animation 
softwaresoftware??

PDPD’’s Response s Response ----
QuestionsQuestions

AttitudeAttitude
Did the students discussions indicate Did the students discussions indicate 
more excitement, about engineering as a more excitement, about engineering as a 
career?career?
Did the students discussions indicate Did the students discussions indicate 
more excitement, about engineering as a more excitement, about engineering as a 
career career because of the use of the 3D because of the use of the 3D 
rendering and animation softwarerendering and animation software?  ?  

Tools for Evaluating Tools for Evaluating 
Learning OutcomesLearning Outcomes
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Examples of Tools for Examples of Tools for 
Evaluating Learning OutcomesEvaluating Learning Outcomes

Surveys Surveys 
Forced choice or openForced choice or open--ended responsesended responses

InterviewsInterviews
Structured (fixed questions) or inStructured (fixed questions) or in--depth (free depth (free 
flowing)flowing)

Focus groupsFocus groups
Like interviews but with group interactionLike interviews but with group interaction

ObservationsObservations
Actually monitor and evaluate behaviorActually monitor and evaluate behavior

Olds et al, Olds et al, JEEJEE 94:13, 200594:13, 2005
NSFNSF’’s Evaluation Handbooks Evaluation Handbook

Evaluation ToolsEvaluation Tools

Tool characteristicsTool characteristics
Advantages and disadvantagesAdvantages and disadvantages
Suitability for some evaluation Suitability for some evaluation 
questions but not for othersquestions but not for others

Example Example –– Comparing Comparing 
Surveys and ObservationsSurveys and Observations

SurveysSurveys
EfficientEfficient
Accuracy depends on Accuracy depends on 
subjectsubject’’s honestys honesty
Difficult to develop Difficult to develop 
reliable and valid reliable and valid 
surveysurvey
Low response rate Low response rate 
threatens reliability, threatens reliability, 
validity, & validity, & 
interpretationinterpretation

ObservationsObservations
Time & labor intensiveTime & labor intensive
InterInter--rater reliability rater reliability 
must be establishedmust be established
Captures behavior that Captures behavior that 
subjects are unlikely to subjects are unlikely to 
reportreport
Useful for observable Useful for observable 
behaviorbehavior

Olds et al, Olds et al, JEEJEE 94:13, 200594:13, 2005

Example Example –– Appropriateness Appropriateness 
of Interviewsof Interviews

Use interviews to answer these questions:Use interviews to answer these questions:
What does program look and feel like?What does program look and feel like?
What do stakeholders know about the project?What do stakeholders know about the project?
What are stakeholdersWhat are stakeholders’’ and participantsand participants’’
expectations?expectations?
What features are most salient?What features are most salient?
What changes do participants perceive in What changes do participants perceive in 
themselves?themselves?

The 2002 User Friendly Handbook for Project The 2002 User Friendly Handbook for Project 
Evaluation, NSF publication  REC 99Evaluation, NSF publication  REC 99--1217512175

Concept Inventories (CIs)Concept Inventories (CIs)

Introduction to CIsIntroduction to CIs

Measures Measures conceptual understandingconceptual understanding
Series of multiple choice questionsSeries of multiple choice questions

Questions involve Questions involve single conceptsingle concept
Formulas, calculations, or problem solving Formulas, calculations, or problem solving 
not requirednot required

Possible answers include Possible answers include ““detractorsdetractors””
Common errors Common errors 
Reflect commonReflect common ““misconceptionsmisconceptions””
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Introduction to CIsIntroduction to CIs

First CI focused on mechanics in physicsFirst CI focused on mechanics in physics
Force Concept Inventory (FCI)Force Concept Inventory (FCI)

FCI has changed how physics is taught FCI has changed how physics is taught 

The Physics TeacherThe Physics Teacher 30:141, 1992 30:141, 1992 
Optics and Photonics NewsOptics and Photonics News 3:38, 19923:38, 1992

Sample CI QuestionsSample CI Questions
HH22O is heated in a sealed, frictionless, O is heated in a sealed, frictionless, 

pistonpiston-- cylinder arrangement, where the cylinder arrangement, where the 
piston mass and the atmospheric piston mass and the atmospheric 
pressure above the piston remain pressure above the piston remain 
constant.  Select the best answers.constant.  Select the best answers.

1.1. The density of the HThe density of the H22O will: O will: 
(a) Increase  (b) Remain constant  (c) Decrease(a) Increase  (b) Remain constant  (c) Decrease

2.2. The pressure of the HThe pressure of the H22O will:O will:
(a) Increase  (b) Remain constant  (c) Decrease(a) Increase  (b) Remain constant  (c) Decrease

3.3. The energy of the HThe energy of the H22O will:O will:
(a) Increase  (b) Remain constant  (c) Decrease(a) Increase  (b) Remain constant  (c) Decrease

H2O

Patm

Other Concept InventoriesOther Concept Inventories

Existing concept inventories Existing concept inventories 
ChemistryChemistry ---- Fluid mechanicsFluid mechanics
StatisticsStatistics ---- CircuitsCircuits
Strength of materialsStrength of materials ---- Signals and systemsSignals and systems
ThermodynamicsThermodynamics ---- Electromagnetic wavesElectromagnetic waves
Heat transferHeat transfer ---- Etc.Etc.

Richardson, in Richardson, in Invention and ImpactInvention and Impact, AAAS, 2004, AAAS, 2004

CAUTIONCAUTION……. . 

Developing CI is very involvedDeveloping CI is very involved
Identify difficult conceptsIdentify difficult concepts
Identify misconceptions and detractorsIdentify misconceptions and detractors
Develop and refine questions & answersDevelop and refine questions & answers
Establish validity and reliability of tool Establish validity and reliability of tool 
Deal with ambiguities and multiple Deal with ambiguities and multiple 
interpretations inherent in languageinterpretations inherent in language

Typically takes several years of Typically takes several years of 
developmentdevelopment

Richardson, in Richardson, in Invention and ImpactInvention and Impact, AAAS, 2004, AAAS, 2004

ExerciseExercise

Evaluating a CI ToolEvaluating a CI Tool
Suppose you were considering an Suppose you were considering an 
existing CI for use in your projectexisting CI for use in your project’’s s 
evaluationevaluation
What questions would you consider in What questions would you consider in 
deciding if the tool is appropriate?deciding if the tool is appropriate?

PDPD’’s Responses Response ----
Evaluating a CI ToolEvaluating a CI Tool

Nature of the toolNature of the tool
Is the tool relevant to what was taught? Is the tool relevant to what was taught? 
Is the tool competency based? Is the tool competency based? 
Is the tool conceptual or procedural? Is the tool conceptual or procedural? 

Prior validation of the toolPrior validation of the tool
Has  the tool been tested? Has  the tool been tested? 
Is there information or reliability and validity? Is there information or reliability and validity? 
Has it been compared to other tools?  Has it been compared to other tools?  
Is it sensitive? Does it discriminate novice and expert?  Is it sensitive? Does it discriminate novice and expert?  

Experience of others with the toolExperience of others with the tool
Has the tool been used by others besides the Has the tool been used by others besides the 
developer? At other sites? With other populations? developer? At other sites? With other populations? 
Is there normative data?Is there normative data?
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Tools for Evaluating Affective Tools for Evaluating Affective 
FactorsFactors

Affective GoalsAffective Goals
GOAL:GOAL: To improveTo improve

Perceptions about Perceptions about 
Profession, department, working in teamsProfession, department, working in teams

Attitudes toward learning Attitudes toward learning 
Motivation for learningMotivation for learning
SelfSelf--efficacy, selfefficacy, self--confidenceconfidence
Intellectual developmentIntellectual development
Ethical behaviorEthical behavior

ExerciseExercise

Tools for Affective OutcomeTools for Affective Outcome
Suppose your project's outcomes included:Suppose your project's outcomes included:

1.1. Improving perceptions about the Improving perceptions about the 
professionprofession

2.2. Improving intellectual developmentImproving intellectual development

Answer two questions for each outcome:Answer two questions for each outcome:
Do you believe that established, tested Do you believe that established, tested 
tools (i.e., vetted tools) exist?tools (i.e., vetted tools) exist?
Do you believe that quantitative tools Do you believe that quantitative tools 
exist?exist?

PD Response PD Response ---- Tools for Tools for 
Affective OutcomesAffective Outcomes

Both qualitative and quantitative tools Both qualitative and quantitative tools 
exist for both measurementsexist for both measurements

Assessment of Attitude Assessment of Attitude --
ExampleExample

Pittsburgh Freshman Engineering SurveyPittsburgh Freshman Engineering Survey
Questions about perception Questions about perception 

Confidence in their skills in chemistry, Confidence in their skills in chemistry, 
communications, engineering, etc.communications, engineering, etc.
Impressions about engineering as a precise Impressions about engineering as a precise 
science, as a lucrative profession, etc. science, as a lucrative profession, etc. 

Forced choices versus openForced choices versus open--endedended
MultipleMultiple--choicechoice

BesterfieldBesterfield--Sacre et al , JEESacre et al , JEE 86:37, 199786:37, 1997

Assessment of Attitude Assessment of Attitude ––
Example (Cont.)Example (Cont.)

Validated using alternate approaches: Validated using alternate approaches: 
Item analysisItem analysis
Verbal protocol elicitationVerbal protocol elicitation
Factor analysisFactor analysis

Compared students who stayed in Compared students who stayed in 
engineering to those who leftengineering to those who left

BesterfieldBesterfield--Sacre et al , JEESacre et al , JEE 86:37, 199786:37, 1997
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Tools for Characterizing Tools for Characterizing 
Intellectual DevelopmentIntellectual Development

Levels of Intellectual DevelopmentLevels of Intellectual Development
Students see knowledge, beliefs, and Students see knowledge, beliefs, and 
authority in different ways authority in different ways 

““Knowledge is absoluteKnowledge is absolute”” versus versus 
““Knowledge is contextualKnowledge is contextual””

Tools Tools 
Measure of Intellectual Development (MID)Measure of Intellectual Development (MID)
Measure of Epistemological Reflection (MER)Measure of Epistemological Reflection (MER)
Learning Environment Preferences (LEP)Learning Environment Preferences (LEP)

Felder et al, JEE 94:57, 2005Felder et al, JEE 94:57, 2005

Evaluating Skills, Attitudes, Evaluating Skills, Attitudes, 
and Characteristicsand Characteristics

Tools exist for evaluatingTools exist for evaluating
Communication capabilitiesCommunication capabilities
Ability to engage in design activitiesAbility to engage in design activities
Perception of engineeringPerception of engineering
Beliefs about abilitiesBeliefs about abilities
Intellectual developmentIntellectual development
Learning StylesLearning Styles

Both qualitative and quantitative tools existBoth qualitative and quantitative tools exist
Turns et al, Turns et al, JEEJEE 94:27, 200594:27, 2005

Interpreting Interpreting 
Evaluation DataEvaluation Data

EExercisexercise
Interpreting Evaluation DataInterpreting Evaluation Data

Consider the percentages for Concepts # 1 to Consider the percentages for Concepts # 1 to 
3 and select the best answer for the 3 and select the best answer for the 
following statements for each question:following statements for each question:

1.1. The concept tested by the question was:The concept tested by the question was:
(a) easy (a) easy (b) difficult (b) difficult (c) can(c) can’’t tellt tell

2.2. Understanding of the concept tested by Understanding of the concept tested by 
the question:the question:

(a) decreased(a) decreased (b) increased(b) increased (c) can(c) can’’t tellt tell

Interpreting Evaluation DataInterpreting Evaluation Data

Pre Post Pre Post-
1 34 32 29% 23%
2 34 32 34% 65%
3 34 31 74% 85%

- - - - -

Quest  

Percent with 
Correct AnswerNo. of Students

PDPD’’s Response s Response ---- Interpreting Interpreting 
DataData

CI does not measure difficulty CI does not measure difficulty 
ProbablyProbably no change in understanding of no change in understanding of 
Concept # 1 and # 3Concept # 1 and # 3
ProbablyProbably an increase in understanding an increase in understanding 
of Concept # 2 of Concept # 2 

Large variability makes detecting changes Large variability makes detecting changes 
difficultdifficult
25 % is expected value from random 25 % is expected value from random 
guessing guessing 
There are statistical tests for identifying There are statistical tests for identifying 
significant changessignificant changes
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EExercisexercise
Alternate Explanation For Alternate Explanation For 

ChangeChange

Data suggests that the understanding Data suggests that the understanding 
of Concept # 2 increasedof Concept # 2 increased

One interpretation is that the One interpretation is that the 
intervention caused the changeintervention caused the change

List  some List  some alternative explanationsalternative explanations
Confounding factorsConfounding factors
Other factors that could explain the Other factors that could explain the 
changechange

PD's Response PD's Response ---- Alternate Alternate 
Explanation For ChangeExplanation For Change

Students learned concept out of class (e. g.,  in Students learned concept out of class (e. g.,  in 
another course or in study groups with students another course or in study groups with students 
not in the course)not in the course)
Students answered with what the instructor Students answered with what the instructor 
wanted rather than what they believed or wanted rather than what they believed or ““knewknew””
An external event (big test in previous period or a An external event (big test in previous period or a 
““badbad--hair dayhair day””) distorted pretest data) distorted pretest data
Instrument was unreliableInstrument was unreliable
Other changes in course and not the intervention Other changes in course and not the intervention 
caused improvementcaused improvement
Students not representative groupStudents not representative group

EExercise xercise 
Alternate Explanation for Lack of Alternate Explanation for Lack of 

ChangeChange
Data suggests that the understanding Data suggests that the understanding 
of Concept #1 did not increase of Concept #1 did not increase 

One interpretation is that the One interpretation is that the 
intervention did cause a change but it intervention did cause a change but it 
was masked by other factorswas masked by other factors

List  some List  some confounding factorsconfounding factors that that 
could have masked a real changecould have masked a real change

PD's Response PD's Response ---- Alternate Alternate 
Explanations for Lack of EffectExplanations for Lack of Effect

An external event (big test in previous period or An external event (big test in previous period or 
a a ““badbad--hair dayhair day””) distorted post) distorted post--test datatest data
The instrument was unreliableThe instrument was unreliable
Implementation of the intervention was poorImplementation of the intervention was poor
Population too smallPopulation too small
One or both student groups not representative One or both student groups not representative 
Formats were different on pre and post testsFormats were different on pre and post tests

Evaluation PlanEvaluation Plan

Exercise Exercise 
Evaluation PlanEvaluation Plan

Suppose that a projectSuppose that a project’’s goals are to s goals are to 
improve:improve:

1.1. The studentsThe students’’ understanding of the understanding of the 
concepts in staticsconcepts in statics

2.2. The studentsThe students’’ attitude about attitude about 
engineering as a careerengineering as a career

List the topics that you would address in List the topics that you would address in 
the evaluation planthe evaluation plan
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Evaluation Plan Evaluation Plan ---- PDPD’’s s 
ResponsesResponses

Name & qualifications of the evaluation expertName & qualifications of the evaluation expert
Goals and outcomes and evaluation questionsGoals and outcomes and evaluation questions
Tools & protocols for evaluating each outcomeTools & protocols for evaluating each outcome
Analysis & interpretation proceduresAnalysis & interpretation procedures
Confounding factors & approaches for Confounding factors & approaches for 
minimizing their impactminimizing their impact
Formative evaluation techniques for Formative evaluation techniques for 
monitoring and improving the project as it monitoring and improving the project as it 
evolvesevolves
Summative evaluation techniques for Summative evaluation techniques for 
characterizing the accomplishments of the characterizing the accomplishments of the 
completed project.completed project.

Working With an Working With an 
EvaluatorEvaluator

What Your Evaluation  Can What Your Evaluation  Can 
AccomplishAccomplish

Provide Provide reasonably reasonably reliable,reliable, reasonably reasonably valid valid 
information about the merits and results of a information about the merits and results of a 
particularparticular program or project operating in program or project operating in 
particular particular circumstancecircumstance

Generalizations are tenuousGeneralizations are tenuous

Evaluation Evaluation 
Tells what you accomplishedTells what you accomplished

Without it you donWithout it you don’’t knowt know
Gives you a story (data) to shareGives you a story (data) to share

Perspective on Project Perspective on Project 
EvaluationEvaluation

Evaluation is complicated & involvedEvaluation is complicated & involved
Not an endNot an end--ofof--project  project  ““addadd--onon””

Evaluation requires Evaluation requires expertiseexpertise
Get an evaluator involved Get an evaluator involved EARLYEARLY

In proposal writing stageIn proposal writing stage
Can help with writing the evaluation planCan help with writing the evaluation plan

In conceptualizing the projectIn conceptualizing the project

Finding an EvaluatorFinding an Evaluator
Other departments Other departments 

education, educational psychology, psychology, education, educational psychology, psychology, 
administration, sociology, anthropology, science or administration, sociology, anthropology, science or 
mathematics education, engineering educationmathematics education, engineering education

Campus teaching and learning centerCampus teaching and learning center
Colleagues and researchersColleagues and researchers
Professional organizationsProfessional organizations
Independent consultantsIndependent consultants
NSF sessions or projectsNSF sessions or projects

Question: Internal or external evaluator?Question: Internal or external evaluator?

Exercise Exercise 
Evaluator QuestionsEvaluator Questions

List two or three questions that an List two or three questions that an 
evaluator would have for you as you evaluator would have for you as you 
begin working together on an begin working together on an 
evaluation plan.evaluation plan.
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PD Response PD Response –– Evaluator Evaluator 
QuestionsQuestions

Project issuesProject issues
What are the goals and the expected What are the goals and the expected 
measurable outcomesmeasurable outcomes
What are the purposes of the evaluation?What are the purposes of the evaluation?
What do you want to know about the What do you want to know about the 
project? project? 
What is known about similar projects?What is known about similar projects?
Who is the audience for the evaluation?Who is the audience for the evaluation?
What can we add to the knowledge base?  What can we add to the knowledge base?  

PD Response PD Response –– Evaluator Evaluator 
Questions (Cont.)Questions (Cont.)

Operational issuesOperational issues
What are the resources?What are the resources?
What is the schedule?What is the schedule?
Who is responsible for what?Who is responsible for what?
Who has final say on evaluation Who has final say on evaluation 
details?details?
Who owns the data?Who owns the data?
How will we work together? How will we work together? 
What are the benefits for each party?What are the benefits for each party?
How do we end the relationship?  How do we end the relationship?  

Preparing to Work With An Preparing to Work With An 
EvaluatorEvaluator

Become knowledgeableBecome knowledgeable
Draw on your experienceDraw on your experience
Talk to colleaguesTalk to colleagues

Clarify purpose of project & evaluationClarify purpose of project & evaluation
ProjectProject’’s goals and outcomess goals and outcomes
Questions for evaluationQuestions for evaluation
Usefulness of evaluationUsefulness of evaluation

Anticipate resultsAnticipate results
Confounding factorsConfounding factors

Working With EvaluatorWorking With Evaluator

Talk with evaluator about your idea (from the start)Talk with evaluator about your idea (from the start)
Share the visionShare the vision

Become knowledgeableBecome knowledgeable
Discuss past and current effortsDiscuss past and current efforts

Define project goals, objectives and outcomesDefine project goals, objectives and outcomes
Develop project logic modelDevelop project logic model

Define purpose of evaluationDefine purpose of evaluation
Develop questionsDevelop questions
Focus on implementation and outcomesFocus on implementation and outcomes
Stress usefulnessStress usefulness

Culturally Responsive Culturally Responsive 
EvaluationsEvaluations

Cultural differences can affect evaluations Cultural differences can affect evaluations 
Evaluations should be done with Evaluations should be done with 
awareness of cultural context of projectawareness of cultural context of project
Evaluations should be responsive toEvaluations should be responsive to

Racial/ethnic diversityRacial/ethnic diversity
GenderGender
DisabilitiesDisabilities
LanguageLanguage

Working With Evaluator Working With Evaluator 
(Cont)(Cont)

Anticipate resultsAnticipate results
List expected outcomesList expected outcomes
Plan for negative findingsPlan for negative findings
Consider possible unanticipated positive Consider possible unanticipated positive 
outcomes outcomes 
Consider possible unintended negative Consider possible unintended negative 
consequencesconsequences

Interacting with  evaluatorInteracting with  evaluator
Identify benefits to evaluator (e.g. career goals)Identify benefits to evaluator (e.g. career goals)
Develop a teamDevelop a team--orientationorientation
Assess the relationshipAssess the relationship
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The ProjectThe Project
GoalsGoals
ObjectivesObjectives
ActivitiesActivities
Outputs & outcomesOutputs & outcomes
Measures & Measures & 
methodsmethods

Example of EvaluatorExample of Evaluator’’s Tool s Tool ––
Project Logic TableProject Logic Table

MeasuresMeasuresOutputs/Outputs/
OutcomesOutcomes

ActivitiesActivitiesObjectivesObjectivesGoalsGoals

What do I want to know about my project?

(a)

(b)

Human Subjects and the IRBHuman Subjects and the IRB
Projects that collect data from or about  students Projects that collect data from or about  students 
or faculty members involve human subjectsor faculty members involve human subjects
Institution must submit one of these Institution must submit one of these 

Results from IRB review on proposalResults from IRB review on proposal’’s coversheet s coversheet 
Formal statement from IRB representative declaring Formal statement from IRB representative declaring 
the research is exempt the research is exempt 

PI canPI can’’t do thist do this
IRB approval formIRB approval form

See See ““Human SubjectsHuman Subjects”” section in GPGsection in GPG

NSF Grant Proposal Guide (GPG)NSF Grant Proposal Guide (GPG)

Other SourcesOther Sources

NSFNSF’’s User Friendly Handbook for Project s User Friendly Handbook for Project 
EvaluationEvaluation

http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2002/nsf02057/start.htmhttp://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2002/nsf02057/start.htm

Online Evaluation Resource Library (OERL)Online Evaluation Resource Library (OERL)
http://oerl.sri.com/http://oerl.sri.com/

FieldField--Tested Learning Assessment Guide (FLAG)Tested Learning Assessment Guide (FLAG)
http://www.wcer.wisc.edu/archive/cl1/flag/default.asphttp://www.wcer.wisc.edu/archive/cl1/flag/default.asp

Science education literatureScience education literature

Questions?Questions?

REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE 
EXERCISEEXERCISE

What are the two most surprising ideas What are the two most surprising ideas 
you have heard so faryou have heard so far

NSFNSF’’s Broader Impacts s Broader Impacts 
CriterionCriterion
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ExerciseExercise
Broader Impacts CategoriesBroader Impacts Categories

TASK:TASK:
Identify the categories of activities responding Identify the categories of activities responding 
to NSF  broader impacts criterionto NSF  broader impacts criterion
What are some general areas where a project What are some general areas where a project 
could have could have ““broader Impactsbroader Impacts””

e, g., Increase participation of underrepresented e, g., Increase participation of underrepresented 
groupsgroups

NSF Suggested Questions for NSF Suggested Questions for 
Broader ImpactsBroader Impacts

Will the projectWill the project
Advance discovery Advance discovery ---- promote teaching & learning?promote teaching & learning?
Broaden participation of underrepresented groups?Broaden participation of underrepresented groups?
Enhance the infrastructure?Enhance the infrastructure?
Include broad dissemination?Include broad dissemination?
Benefit society?Benefit society?

Contained in every solicitationContained in every solicitation

ExerciseExercise

Dissemination ActivitiesDissemination Activities
TASK:TASK:

Identify activities that Identify activities that ““broadly broadly disseminate results  disseminate results  
to enhance scientific and technological to enhance scientific and technological 
understandingunderstanding””

Dissemination takes two formsDissemination takes two forms
Dissemination to the broad communityDissemination to the broad community

Applies to research and education projectsApplies to research and education projects
Dissemination to other users in education communityDissemination to other users in education community

Specific to education projectsSpecific to education projects

Dissemination Dissemination ---- NSFNSF’’s s 
Representative Activities IRepresentative Activities I

Partner with Partner with museums, nature centers, science museums, nature centers, science 
centerscenters, and similar institutions to develop , and similar institutions to develop 
exhibits in science, math, and engineering.exhibits in science, math, and engineering.
Involve the public or industryInvolve the public or industry, where possible, in , where possible, in 
research and education activities.research and education activities.

Give science and engineering Give science and engineering presentations to the presentations to the 
broader communitybroader community (e.g., at museums and (e.g., at museums and 
libraries, on radio shows, and in other such libraries, on radio shows, and in other such 
venues).venues).

Make Make data availabledata available in a timely manner by means in a timely manner by means 
of databases, digital libraries, or other venues of databases, digital libraries, or other venues 
such as CDsuch as CD--ROMsROMs

DisseminationDissemination ---- NSFNSF’’s s 
Representative Activities IIRepresentative Activities II

Publish in diverse mediaPublish in diverse media (e.g., non(e.g., non--technical technical 
literature, and websites, CDliterature, and websites, CD--ROMs, press kits) to ROMs, press kits) to 
reach broad audiences.reach broad audiences.

Present research and education results in formats Present research and education results in formats 
useful to useful to policypolicy--makers, members of Congress, makers, members of Congress, 
industryindustry, and broad audiences., and broad audiences.

Participate in Participate in multimulti-- and interdisciplinary and interdisciplinary 
conferencesconferences, workshops, and research activities., workshops, and research activities.

Integrate research with education activities in order Integrate research with education activities in order 
to to communicate in a broader contextcommunicate in a broader context..

Reviewing and Enhancing a Reviewing and Enhancing a 
ProjectProject’’s Broader Impactss Broader Impacts
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ExerciseExercise

Review Proposal's Broader Review Proposal's Broader 
ImpactsImpacts

TASK:TASK:
•• Write broader impacts section of a reviewWrite broader impacts section of a review

Outline formatOutline format

Sample ProposalSample Proposal

Adapted for a real proposalAdapted for a real proposal
Project Summary Project Summary 
Excerpts from Project DescriptionExcerpts from Project Description

AssumeAssume
CCLI Phase 1CCLI Phase 1
$150k for 2 years$150k for 2 years
Intellectual merit considered meritoriousIntellectual merit considered meritorious

PDPD’’s Views s Views –– Review Comments IReview Comments I

Scope of activitiesScope of activities
OverallOverall--very inclusive and goodvery inclusive and good
Well done but Well done but ““standard things"standard things"
Did not address the issue of qualityDid not address the issue of quality
No clearNo clear--cut plancut plan
Activities not justified by research baseActivities not justified by research base

DisseminationDissemination
Limited to standard channelsLimited to standard channels
PerfunctoryPerfunctory

PDPD’’s Views s Views –– Review Review 
Comments IIComments II

Industrial advisory committee a strengthIndustrial advisory committee a strength

Collaboration with other higher ed institutionsCollaboration with other higher ed institutions
Institutions appear to be quite diverse but use of Institutions appear to be quite diverse but use of 
diversity not explicitdiversity not explicit
Interactions not clearly explainedInteractions not clearly explained
Sends mixed message Sends mixed message –– raises questions about raises questions about 
partnership effectivenesspartnership effectiveness

High school outreachHigh school outreach
Real commitment not evidentReal commitment not evident
Passive Passive ---- not proactivenot proactive
High school counselors and teachers not involvedHigh school counselors and teachers not involved

PDPD’’ss Views Views –– Review Review 
Comments IIIComments III

Modules are versatile Modules are versatile 

Broader (societal) benefits Broader (societal) benefits 
Need for materials not well described Need for materials not well described 
Value of the product not explainedValue of the product not explained
Not clear who will benefit and how muchNot clear who will benefit and how much

Assessment of broader impacts not Assessment of broader impacts not 
addressedaddressed

ExerciseExercise
Enhancing Broader Impacts Enhancing Broader Impacts 

EffortEffort
TASK:TASK:

Identify additional or enhanced broader impacts Identify additional or enhanced broader impacts 
activities that will strengthen the projectactivities that will strengthen the project
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PDPD’’s Suggestions  s Suggestions  ---- Enhancing Broader Enhancing Broader 
Impacts Effort IImpacts Effort I

Make activities appropriate to projectMake activities appropriate to project
Establish a mentoring program for high Establish a mentoring program for high 
school studentsschool students
Use undergraduate students to interact Use undergraduate students to interact 
with high school studentswith high school students
Connect to other projects if appropriateConnect to other projects if appropriate

PDPD’’s Suggestions  s Suggestions  ---- Enhancing Broader Enhancing Broader 
Impacts Effort IIImpacts Effort II

Utilize entire PI team in development Utilize entire PI team in development 
processprocess

Take better advantage of institutional Take better advantage of institutional 
diversity (e.g., assessment of impacts diversity (e.g., assessment of impacts 
of materials on diversityof materials on diversity

Improve DisseminationImprove Dissemination
Add faculty workshopsAdd faculty workshops
Prepare exhibit for local museumPrepare exhibit for local museum

Exercise Exercise 
Characteristics of Broader Characteristics of Broader 

Impacts PlansImpacts Plans
TASK:TASK:

Identify desirable features of a broader impacts Identify desirable features of a broader impacts 
plan or strategyplan or strategy

General General aspects or characteristics aspects or characteristics 

PDPD’’s Suggestions s Suggestions ---- Characteristics of Characteristics of 
Broader Impacts Plan IBroader Impacts Plan I

DonDon’’t just list activitiest just list activities
Describe the Describe the impactimpact of activitiesof activities

More is not betterMore is not better
Include strategy to achieve impactInclude strategy to achieve impact

Have a wellHave a well--defined set of outcome and objectivesdefined set of outcome and objectives
Discuss rational for expectationDiscuss rational for expectation
Provide details on implementation Provide details on implementation 
Include Include evaluation and evaluation and metricsmetrics
Approach with same Approach with same detaildetail as intellectual contentas intellectual content

PDPD’’s Suggestions s Suggestions ---- Characteristics of Characteristics of 
Broader Impacts Plan IIBroader Impacts Plan II

Make broader impacts Make broader impacts crediblecredible
Realistic and believableRealistic and believable

Include appropriate funds in budgetInclude appropriate funds in budget

ConsistentConsistent with with 
ProjectProject’’s scope and other objectivess scope and other objectives
Institution's mission and cultureInstitution's mission and culture
PIPI’’s interest and experiences interest and experience

Integrated and alignedIntegrated and aligned with other project with other project 
activitiesactivities

REFERENCESREFERENCES

Grant Proposal GuideGrant Proposal Guide
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/gpg/nsf04_23/http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/gpg/nsf04_23/

Broader Impacts ActivitiesBroader Impacts Activities
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/gpg/broaderimpactshttp://www.nsf.gov/pubs/gpg/broaderimpacts
.pdf.pdf
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Questions?Questions?

REFLECTIVE REFLECTIVE 
EXERCISEEXERCISE

What are the two most surprising ideas What are the two most surprising ideas 
you have heard so faryou have heard so far

Thanks for your active Thanks for your active 
participation!participation!

Questions?Questions?


